Rigorous characterization method for photon-number statistics.
Characterization of photon statistics of a light source is one of the most basic tools in quantum optics. Existing methods rely on an implicit and unverifiable assumption that the source never emits too many photons to stay within the measuring range of the detectors. As a result, they fail to fulfill the demand arising from emerging applications of quantum information such as quantum cryptography. Here, we propose a characterization method using a conventional Hanbury-Brown-Twiss setup to produce rigorous bounds on emission probabilities of low photon numbers from an unknown source. As an application, we show that our characterization method can be used for a practical light source in a quantum key distribution protocol to forsake the commonly used a priori assumption without significant change in efficiency. Our versatile and flexible formula for rigorous bounds will make an essential contribution to the optics toolbox in the era of quantum information.